We are the Architects and High-End Custom Home Builders Choice...

...for high quality exotic and domestic woods, millwork, custom doors and windows. We stock locally Brazilian hardwoods, Douglas Fir, Cypress, Clear Cedar, etc. This means you can get what you need when you need it. Also, we can help you differentiate yourself and become more profitable through our wide variety of value based products and services, many of which are unique to our distribution.

- High quality Brazilian hardwoods – 6 species in stock, milled or dimensional.
- High quality domestic soft & hardwoods – Standard & Clear; Douglas Fir, Cedar, Cypress, etc.
- Composite building materials.
- Custom milling, siding, flooring, decking components, etc.
- Standard and custom milling available per your requirements.
- Custom windows and doors available – special order.

Other “Key” Points of Interest

- We buy quality in quantity; mostly direct from the mills in the US, Canada and Brazil.
- If you have a deadline or a problem, chances are we can help when others cannot – that is our business.
- If you need a specialty product or a hard to find item – just give us a call.
- We know the wood business; what works and what does not work, let us help you.
- Our prices are good but our quality is the best.
- We help you manage and/or eliminate many of the problems in your supply chain.
- US Lumber Brokers can help reduce your risks of doing business – personally and corporately.
- We ship anywhere in the world either from US stocks or direct from the mills.
- We provide as required bonded delivery on orders prepaid or internationally contracted.
- We do not do framing packages or general project bidding like a Lowes or Home Depot.
Exotic Lumber (Hardwoods)

IPE-BAR/076-P Ipe’ (Brazilian Walnut) is olive brown to dark brown and is one of the hardest woods available. This is a popular wood for decking, siding and many outdoor applications.

TGR-BAR/076-P Tigerwood will normally darken slightly to a redder or reddish-yellow tone with exposure to sunlight. Because of its unique beauty, it is used for both interior and exterior applications.

GPA-BAR/076-P Garapa (Brazilian Pine) is lemon-yellow becoming light (honey) brown with age in most applications. Garapa decking has a slight ribbon like aspect, somewhat watery, wavelike or silky in appearance.

CMR-BAR/076-P Cumaru is very hard like Ipe’. It is a bit more yellow or champagne than most of the Brazilian hardwoods.

MAS-BAR/076-P Massaranduba (Brazilian Redwood) is plum colored with a very subtle grain demarcation. Its straight consistent grain makes building with Massaranduba easy. Massaranduba is often a substitute for Ipe’.

JTB-BAR/076-P Jatoba (Brazilian Cherry) is salmon to red in color when freshly milled turning dramatically to a deep red in sunlight. It is a very popular Brazilian hardwood used typically for flooring.

AGL-BAR/076-P Angelim (Brazilian Apitong) decking is a very dense wood with a low moisture content. This is an excellent choice for many applications including transport trailer decking.

Domestic Lumber (Hard and Softwoods) Standard or clear grades available depending on application.

DLF-CAN/124-A Doug Fir (Strength and Durability) is often used for structural applications that are required to withstand high loads.

CDR-USA/840-A Cedar (Beams and Siding) Clear Cedar ‘No Knots’ is used in high end construction for interiors and exteriors.

CPR-USA/840-A Cypress (Siding and Beams) Provides unique color and grain resistant to insects with a distinctive look.

Oak, Walnut, Mesquite and Cherry, etc., are available on special order.

Thermory – Domestic Thermo-treated wood, Class 1 durability - 25+ years, Indoor/Outdoor Elegance.

Composite – Decking; TREX

Millwork (standard & custom) – Dimensional lumber can be milled for standard applications like siding or can be custom milled to your specifications.

Custom Windows and Doors

Fleetwood Custom Doors – High quality custom hinged, pivot, sliding and mirror doors.

RAM Custom Windows - Designed for high quality appearance, superior operation and long lasting durability.

Miscellaneous Construction Hardware and Accessories

Simpson Strong-Tie – bolts, fasteners, clips, etc.

Deckwise – Ipeclips.